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I. Summary

. n 2
Under the ass'umption that the quall.ty function Q = I- x. and large n~ a

i== I ~

theoretical search procedure called lf~ti~~_~£~E~i~~~E~!!2~~~~~~E£h'1has been

derived. This method assumes that the length of the random steps is optimum~

~n the sense that the expected improvement in Q(~) per step is maximized.

In this study another theoretical method termed "~~~E:;'!Y~_E~!!~~_~~~E!;!::is

postulated and analyzed for this quality function Q = I x7 • In this method

i= 1 ~

it is assumed that each step is successful and that the average step length is

aga~n optimal. Analysis shows that the number of function evaluations required
n

to minimize \ 2 within a specified accuracy is a linear function ofQ = L x.
i= I ~

n for both optimum stepsize random search and adaptive random search, and that

the optimum stepsize random search requires about 5 times as many function

evaluations as ~oes adaptive random search.

Practical algorithms, which attempt to realize the aforementioned theoretical

models, are tested for several quality functions:

Q
n

L
i= I

2x.
~

n
Q = L

i=1

2a.x.
~ ~

and
n

Q = L
i=1

4x.
~

2
x. . For each of the test function, the practical algorithm for adaptive
~

In agreement with the theory, the algorithms require a number of function

evaluations which is linear in n, although they fall short of attaining the

step derived for the theoretical methods withmaximum expected improvement per
n

Q = L
i= 1

random search performs better than the practical algorithms for ordinary creep~ng

random search and adaptive stepsize random search.
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2. I ntroduct i on

In recent years attention has been drawn to the theory of optimal systems.

Especially in the field of "control" and "conununications" there exist the

problem of determining the optimum of a function of many variables.

Let Q~) be a quality function, where ~'= (xl' •••• , xn ) is the vector

of parameter values. The problem is to find the vector ~ which optimizes

(minimizes or maximizes) Q. For convenience, all following considerations

are based on the problem of locating the minimum of the quality function.

The quality function has been minimized if an x = x . has been found such
-m~n

that

Q(x . ) < Q(x) for all other x E~
-m~n -

~ is the region ~n which Q~) has been defined.

In all algorithms discussed, a random step introducing a move from

~(n-I) to ~(n) is called successful if given an E > 0:

L>Q(n) + E

and ~s a failure if L>Q(n) + E > 0

Two conditions are postulated for the quality function:

I. The quality function is unimodal. If not, the parameter space can

be divided into regions where Q is unimodal and global search can

be carried out.

2. The structure of Q~) is completely unknown. This means that de

rivatives of the function are not directly measurable (if they

exist at all) and that the only way to obtain information is to

compute the quality function at specific points.

It is assumed that observations of Q~) are noise-free. The fewer function

evaluations required for minimizations the more desirable is the search

procedure. Important for a "search procedure" is that information at

previous points be remembered. Many deterministic minimization algorithms

have been developed, such as gradient and conjugate-direction methods.



Another class of algorithms called random search methods have been devised.

A review of these methods appears in a report of White [12J. Schumer[3J

Rastrigin [4] and Matyas [2J have devised random search techniques which will

be discussed in the following chapters.

A theoretical random search method using optimal average step lengtht"adap

tive stepsize random search'~will be compared with another theoretical

random search technique, which uses optimal average step length as well

as the fact that all steps are successful"adaptive random search".

Two practical algorithms, which attempt to realize the performance of these

theoretical models, and an("ordinary creeping random search") algorithm,

which does not attempt to adapt stepsize or direction, will be tested for

several example quality functions.
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3. Ordinary creeping random search method

3. I. ~eQ12ll2~!Qn_Qf_~h~_Q!gill2rY_£!~~Qillg_r2llg~~_~~2r£h_~~~h£2'

Assumption: the function Q(x) is unimodal. Assume! is a n-dimensional random

vector, which has zero-mean normally distributed components and unit correlation

matrix. Let x (I) be the initial state and Q [~(I)J the value of the quality

function in the initial state. The function-value at the point ~(I) + £(1) is

now determined. For an a priori choice of € > 0 we say that the state ~(n) + F(n)

~s a success if

Such a success ~s denoted by:

y(n)

The n-th step is a failure if:

Q [~(n) + !(n)J > Q [~(n)J - € for n

This is denoted by:

1, 2, ••••

1, 2, ••••

(3.1.1)

(3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

y(n) o (3.1.4)

If the vector ~(I) + !(I) ~s a success, the next starting point is:

~(2) = ~(I) + ! (I). If it ~s not a success, then ~(2) = ~(I)

In general,

~(n+ I) = ~(n)

~(n+l) = ~(n) + !(n)

if y(n) = 0

if y(n)

(3.1.5)

(3.1.6)

By continuing this procedure, a sequence of points ~s obtained, namely

~(I), ~(2), ..•• , ~(n), •••• denoted by t~(n)~.

If this sequence approaches the point ~(opt) at any g~ven distance, the sequence

{~(n)} is convergent and converges to the point ~(opt). An advantage of the

ordinary creeping random search method is its simplicity.
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If the value of € > 0 has been chosen a priori, the probability of a successful

step depends only on the form of the quality-function and on the state from which t

the random step is taken. The boundary of the region:

G(k) Q(x) < k} (3.2.1)

~s denoted by the equation

k (3.2.2)

We assume that p(u) is the probability density function of the random vector F

and that p~) :f 0 for all u.

The probability of a successful step starting from a point~, PQ~)' can be

expressed as follows; see [eq. (3. I. I) - (3. I. 6~

where the reg~on of integration is:

G {Q(x) - €}

(3.2.3)

(3.2.4)

The function Q determines the form of the region G(k). The function Q should

have the following property:

~!~E~!!:i:_~_~.LQ: For each k ~ Q [~(oPt)J ' G(k) is a non-empty region with the

same dimension as x·

Convergence Theorem

If the following three requirements are satisfied:

I) Function Q~) has only one minimum, denoted by ~(opt)

2) Function Q~) possesses property A

3) p~) :f 0 for all u

then the sequence {~(n)} obtained with the ordinary creeping random search

method tends in probability to the optimal state ~(opt), which minimizes Q.
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Proof:

Let o~) be a neighbourhood of point x such that o(~) contains all points ~,

for which the distance to the point~, p~,~), is less than 0, ~.e.

o > 0 (3.2.5)

It must be proved that

~(opt) is greater than

in the neighbourhood

the probability that the distance between ~(n) and

0, or equivalently the probability that ~(n) is not

(x ), tends to zero as n+oo. Notation:
-opt

pip [~(n), ~(opt)J > o} = lim
P{_x(n) i 0 (_x (opt »}

n-+oo
o (3.2.6)

For each 0 > 0, there exists an E E(O) > 0 such that for x io(x(opt»

(3.2.7)

This ~s valid because G {Q~) -E} ~s a nonempty region of dimension nand

because p~) > 0 for all ~.

Let the minimum value of Q~) on the boundary of o[~(opt~ be Qo
It is obvious that Qo > Q [ x(opt)]

By defining E(O) as:

o < do) > Qo - Q [~(oPt)J (3.2.8)

we have for all points ~, which are not situated ~n o[~(oPt~

Q~) - E > Q [~(opt)J (3.2.9)

The variable t ~s defined with help of the function-value at the initial state,

Q [~(l~.

t
E

(3.2.10)

Suppose that m is the largest integer-value less than t.

After (m+1) successful steps of the ordinary creeping random search method,

all of the following points will be located in the neighbourhood o~(oPt~.
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The probability that 2E(n) is not sityated in the neighbourhood is [.!(opt)]

~s less than or equal to the probability that the number of successful steps

is not larger than m.

Notation:

n
P{.!(n) i.o [~(opt)J } < P { Ly(i) :;: m -}

i=1
(3.2.11)

Because the probability of a successful step is PQ~) ~ a if ~ i.o[~(opt)] meets

this the theorem of Newton, applied to the oinomial probability distribution.

Consequently:

n m
p{ Ly(i) < m} ~ L (~) a~ (I_a)n-i

i=1 i=O 1
(3.2.12)

where n is the number of randomly taken steps. If n > 2m and a < 0.5, then

(3.2.13)

m+1 n!
= m ! . -(:-n---m""")---;,"

Hence:

n m+ I m n
( I-a) < m ! n (I-a) (3.2.14)

m+ I m n
< =--r n (I -a)

m. (3.2.15)

m n
It is easy to show that n (I-a) is a bounded monotone sequence ~n n, and

therefore that

lim m n
n (1- a) o

With this result the theorem has been proved. It is not difficult to prove this

theorem for the problem of maximizing (rather than minimizing) Q(.!).
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The meaning of such a proof, which provides the already obvious result,

that after a number of steps the neighbourhood of the optimum will be

attained is not very significant. It proves only that each successful step

~s sityated closer to the optimum. The speed of convergence to the optimum

is not known.

In place of the n-dimensional vector !(see 3.1), whose components have a

normal distribution, we take for this algorithm an n-dimensional random

vector~, with length s, which is uniformly distributed over the surface of

an n-dimensional hypershpere with radius s and with centre the starting point

of ~. A random step with length s is taken from the point ~(n). If this

step results in an improvement, the next random step is taken from the point

~(n+1) = ~(n) +~.

If, however, the step is a failure, then another random step is taken from

~(n) in the hope that this will produce, an improvement. After a given number

of successive failures, the stepsize is diminished by a factor y so that the

search can proceed. In order to compare this algorithm with the practical algo

rithm for adaptive stepsize random search (see 4.2), a randomstep is compared

with a much larger random step, after a given number of steps. That length

which gives the largest improvement is taken as the nominal steplength for

the next iteration.

This prevents, to some extent, the possibility that the stepsize becomes much

too small, and also prevents the possibility of "hanging up" on a local minimum.

A flow diagram for this algorithm is shown in figure (3.3.1). The experimental

results of this method applied on some testfunctions are given in chapter 8.
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Flow diagram for the practical algorithm for ordinary creeping random search.

1 2 is the number of successive failures and II counts the total number of

randomly taken steps.
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4. Adaptive stepsize random Search

In this chapter we consider a theoretical model of an adaptive stepsize

creeping random search method devised by Schumer and Steiglitz [1] •

If the stepsize for ordinary creeping random search is very small compared

with the distance to the minimum, the probability of a successful step is

approximately one half. But small steps produce only small improvements,

and consequently, the average improvement is small. If the stepsize is too

large, the steps will overshoot the minimum. The probability of success is

very small, and this also results in a small average improvement. Between a

very large and very small stepsize lies a optimal stepsize, which optimizes

the expected improvement per function evaluation, normalised by the present

value of Q.

We define S to be an n-dimensional random vector of length s. The probability

density of the point of intersection of S and the surface of an n-dimensional

hypersphere (radius s, center at the origin of ~)is uniform over the surface

of the hypersphere. The quality function Q is defined as:

n 2I x.
i= 1 ~

2
p (4.1.1)

The plane shown in fig. (4.1.1) is formed by the vector ~ and the gradient of

Q~), where both vectors have A as a starting point. ~ is the angle between

S and the negative gradient direction.
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I
I

/

The derivation of the probability density of ¢ follows.

Consider two vectors Rand S ~n a n-dimensional space and let them start in

the same point, the origin 0 see fig~ (4.1.2). Both vectors have the same

length R. The direction of the vector R is constant and that of S is random.

The vector ~ represents a random step in a creep~ng random search, and R ~s

a reference direction (the negative gradient direction).

By defining ¢ as the angle between R and~, the probability density of ¢

can be obtained from the formula for the distribution function of ¢.

The distribution function of ¢ is.

(0 ~ ¢ ~ II) (7.1.2)

where S(¢) ~s that part of the surface of the n-dimensional sphere that is

restricted by a n-dimensional cone with axis ~ and aperture angle ¢, and S(II)

is the surface area of the n-dimensional hypersphere. Consequently (see:

M.A. Schumer [3J )

S(II) (7.1.3)
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The first derivative of S(~) can be found by determining the increase of the

surface restricted by the n-dimensional cone as the angle ~ increases by ~~

~

\
\
\
\

~I \

\
\

~_-----,-----_...................-----.;\ B
o I

J

J
I

fig. (4.1.2)

n-I n-I
an_ 1R2 - an_1R 1

~S (~) = ---'~_--_~_---
cos (HM)

(See fig. (4.1.2) and M.A. Schumer [3] )

The volume of an n-dimensional hypersphere is:

V
n

witn

(4.1.4)

(4.1.5)

a
n r (1+ I)

(4. I. 6)
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From fig. (4.1.2) it follows that RI = R s~n ~ and R2 R sin (~+~~).

Substituting R1 and R2 in equation (4.1.4), we have~

n-I
a I' Rn-

cos (~+M)

n-I n-I
{sin (~+~~) - sin (~)} (4.1.7)

dS(~)

d~

lim
~~+O

a Rn-I n-I n-I
n-I sin (~+~~) - sin (~)}

cos (HM) { ----'--~~~:--'-----~........ (4.1.8)

Consequently:

dS (~)

d~

n-I . n-2
a I R s~n ~. (n-I)n-

(4.1.9)

The probability density of ~ ~s the first derivative of F~(~)so:

From equation (4.1.9),

dS (~)

d~

Rn-I . n-2~
an-I s~n

• S (IT) = S (II) . (n-1) (4.1.10)

S (IT) (4.1.11)

Substituting equation (4.1.1 I) into equation (4.1.10) we have

. n-2",
s~n '¥

IT
2

2J sinn-2~d~
o

(O~~~IT) (4.1.12)

In their analysis Schumer and Steiglitz employ the concept of "search loss"

which is defined as two times the quality function divided by the expected

improvement per function evaluation:



L (n, n)
2Q

-E{liQ}
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(4.1.13)

s
where n = - is the ratio of the stepsize to the distance to the optimum,

p
and liQ = Q(n) - Q(n-I). liQ is negative for a successful step.

The expected improvement per function evaluatio~ normalised by the value of

Q, is I(n, n):

14>(n,n)
-E{liQ}

Q

-E{liQ}
Q

2
L(n, n)

(4.1.14)

(4.1.15)

The max1mum of 14>(n,n) as a function of n can be found by differentiating

the express10n for 14>(n,n) with respect to n and setting the derivative

equal to zero. The expression for 14>(n,n) is determined as follows:

-E{liQ} p <-li Q> 2
= P <lip > (4.1.16)

where p 1S the probability of a successful step, <liQ> 1S the expected value

of liQ over successful steps only, and

for a successful step.

for an unsuccessful step.

Application of the law of COS1ne 1n triangle ABO (see fig. 4.1.1) produces an

expression for lip2

2 2 2
lip -liQ p - PI0

= {~SPCOS • - 2
lip2

s

if 14>1 < 4>
o

if 14>1 < 4>
o

if 14> I ~ 4>
o

(4.1.17)

(4.1.18)

where p p •
o

The expectation of li~ over all successful steps 1S
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2<tip >

~

o 2
J tip P<t>(4l) d<t>
o

(4.1.19)
p

The probability of a success ~s (see equation (4.1.12)).

p
II
2

2J sinn-2~d4>
o

(4. I. 20)

By substituting equation (4.1.19) into (4.1.16) is found for -E{tlQ}:

-E{tlQ} (4.1.21)

(4. I. 22)
II
2

2J sinn-2~d<t>

-E{tlQ}

The expression for -E{tI~} as function of s.p and ~ is found by substituting
o

equations (4.1.12) and (4.1.18) ~n equation (4.1.21).

~
o

J(2sp cos 4> - s2) sinn-24ld~
o

o

~
o

J 2 . n-2(2ncos ~ - n ) s~n ~d4>

o
II
2

2 J sinn-2~d<t>
o

(4. L 23)
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Let I~(n,n) attain its max~mum for n ~ no. It ~s assumed that for large

n, n is small.
o n ~ no ~ 0

For small no' arcsin -Z 2

By d~':(ferentiat~'ng the righthand sj:'de of aquat:Lon (4. 1.23) with respect to n

and by setting the derivative zero, we obtain the expression to be

satisfied by n n.
o

(4. I. 24)

n-I
22

(I - ~ )
= __.__4 _

n-I
o

~

o n-2
no J sin ~d~

Define a(n)

II
"2
J . n-2

s~n ~d~.

o

~
o

The ~ntegral J s~nn-2mdm b th t 11~ ~ ~ ~ ecomes, assum~ng a no ~s sma ,
o

~
o

J sinn-2rpd~
o

II
2

a(n) - J sinn-2~d~
II n

- 0

(4.1.25)

2

n
o

"2
J= a(n) -

n-2
cos ~d~ (4.1.26)

o

Equation (4.1.24) then becomes

n-I
-2-

(4.1.27)
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Because n ~s small, all values of ~ in the integral of expression (4.1.27)
o

are small also; and we use the following approximations

cos ~ :::
~2

2
(4.1.28a)

( )n-2
( _ ~2 ,

~2
1 - (n-2) "2 (4. 1 • 28b)

The righthand side of (4.1.27) may be approximated by the first three non zero

terms of a Taylor series expansion, because n is small.
o

By substituting these approximations in equation (4.1.27), we obtain

3no (n-2) _ 1

48 n-l

2
no

- -8- +

4
(n-3) n

o
128

(4.1.29)

The asymptotic expression for a(n) for large n ~s (M.A. Schumer [3J)

a(n) :: V( II ) (4. 1.30)
2n

By substituting (4.1.30) into equation (4.1.29) and assuming that n ~s large,

we obtain the following equation for no

n
::: 0 (4.1.31)

The resulting asymptotic express~on for no satisfying the above equation is

(M.A. Schumer [3J )

1.225

rn
(4.1.32)
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The optimal asymptotic expressions for P opt and I (n n) for large n
¢ ¢ , opt

become:

P<t>opt - 0,27

0.406
n

(4.1.33)

(4.1.34)

The normalized expected improvement per step I is asymptotically inversely

proportional to n. The normalized improvements are independent. It will be

shown that the number of function evaluations required to attain the minimum

within a desired accuracy (taking into account the starting point) is

asymptotically linear in n. Assume that the function value at the starting

point of the search is Q , and the search procedure is stopped if a function
o

value smaller than Q
f

~s found.

The recursive expression for Q., the function value after J steps, ~s. J

Q. = Q. 1( I-i. )
J J- J

(4.1.35)

where i. is the normalized improvement at the j-th step. Then after M function
J

evaluations,

Q ~ (I-i.)
o j= 1 J

(4.1.36)

The expected value of the right and left sides of above express~on is

de te rmine d,

k M
E{Q } = Q ( 1- - )M 0 n

(4.1.37)

where k is a constant. If E{QM} equals the desired value Qf' this equation

can be solved for M.



M
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n
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(4. I. 38)

Under the assumption that n is large, the express10n for M is

M
-I In

Qf
(4.1.39)::: k Qo

. n

which 1S linear in n.

In an effort to realize approx~ately the theoretical random s~arch method

described above, Schumer and Steiglitz [IJ devised a practical algorithm, which

attempts to adjust the stepsize to the optimum value.

A random step with length s and the same step but with length (I+a)s are

taken from~, where 0 < a < I.

That stepsize giving the larger normalised improvement is chosen as the nominal

stepsize for the next iteration. If neither step is an improvement then the

stepsize remains the same. When this occurs a number of times consecutively
the stepsize is reduced by a facor y. Afte~~_g~ve~_?~berof successes

the stepsize is compared with a mu~h larger step.

Again that stepsize giving the better normalized improvement is taken as the new

nominal stepsize.

This comparison 1S made for two reasons

- to prevent that the stepsize becomes too small.

- it can be useful in case the quality function has local minima.

By taking a much larger step the probability of finding a lower minimum

increases.

A flow diagram for this algorithm is given in figure (4.2.1) The experimental

results of applying this algorithm on several testfunctions are shown in

chapter 8.
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size random search. 1 2 is the number of successive failures

and II counts the total number of randomly taken steps.
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5. Adaptive direction random search methods.

In his book Rastrigin [4J discusses two random methods, which make use of a

continuous choice of the direction of the random vector by the adaptation of

direction.

5.1. Rastrigin introduces the "memory" vector~, which is defined as:

(5. I. I)

In the beginning of the search procedure there are no data available. Con

sequently w. = a for i = 1,2, •••• , n.
~

The random step to be taken can be expressed by

t.X (5. I. 2)

where a is the stepsize and ~ is a unit-length random vector, whose point of

intersection with the unit hypersphere (with center at the origin of~) is

uniformly distributed over the hypersphere. L is a unit-length random vector

with a continuously varying direction.

At the beginning of the search L must meet the following starting condition:

.!: ~,.Q) = s

and .!:~,~) satisfies two conditions:

(5. I. 3)

(5.1.4)

I) The expected value of .!:(S,~) is equal to the normalised memory vector:

'W
E{.!:~,~)} = ill

2) The variance of the L ~,~) is inversely proportional to the modulus

of the memory vector.

A function that satisfies these conditions ~s, for instance,

r-
I

W

j I~
+ W

if - S > f(IWI)
+ ~I I~I

.!:~,~) (5.1.5)

l ~
W

if --r.m- - s < f( I~I)
1-
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The function f(I~I) is a nonincreasing scalar function, which satisfies the

following conditions

o < f()~I) ~ 2, f(O) = 2 (5.1.6)

Below four self-learning algorithms for changing the memory vector:

I) .!i(n+l) = .!i(n) - MX(n) ll~ (5.1.7)

2) .!i (n+ I) (5.1.8)

3) .!i(n+l) = .!i(n) - 6(llQ +d) MX (n)
n -

(5.1.9)

(5.1.10)

where

- d ~s the parameter of scepticism

- 6 is the proportionality constant which determines the rate of learning(6)0)

- k ~s the parameter of forgetting. (O<k<l)

- llQ is the change of the quality function at the n-th step.
n

- llX(n) is the random vector, which indicates the change of position ~n the

parameter space.

In some cases there is a need to constrain the length of the memory vector,

as otherwise the algorithm would not perform well. This constraint on the

length can be written as

l.!i I < c (5.1.11)

The stepsize does not change in this method.

Without stepsize adjustment the algorithm cannot, in general, approach the

minimum arbitrarily closely.

In (6.5) this method of Rastrigin is compared with the adaptive random search

method of J. Matyas. A second method discussed by Rastrigin is called "glohal

search method with directing cone". This method makes use of a n-dimensional

hypercone with constant aperture angle.
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The ax~s of this cone ~s ~n the direction of the last successful step, and

the apex of the cones ~s situated at the position of the smallest observed

function value up to that point of the search. To determine the random step,

m independent directions 9 of unit length are chosen from a distribution

uniform over the spherical surface of the hypercone. A step of length s is taken

from the apex in each of these directions. Consequently, the steps are:

s9(I), s9(2) .••• s9(m) (5.2.1)

The m changes of the quality function are compared, and the point g~v~ng

the greatest reduction in the quality function becomes the apex of a new cone.

The direction of the axis of the new cone is the direction of the most successful

step. Notation:

/:,x '*s9 (5.2.2)

'* ...•where 9 ~s the random vector for wh~ch the funct~on alterat~on by the step s9

was the largest.

The function value at the new starting point is the minimum of all m function

values in th points x + s~(I), x + s~(2) x + s~(m). Notation:

If,

Q<C+s~ ) minimum [Q{~ + s~(i)}J
i=I,2, •••• m

(5.2.3)

With this method the stepsize s rema~ns constant. Thus, this method does not

converge arbitrarily close to the minimum.
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6. Combination of adaptive direction and adaptive stepsize random search methods

It is assumed again that we are looking for a minimum of the quality function

A step is called a success if the new function value is smaller than the old

one reduced by ~ (see 3.1). The optimization process can be accelerated by

adapting both direction and stepsize. Here we discuss the adaptive algorithm

of Matyas [2]. If the random vector! (See 3.1) is replaced by a vector H

with an adjustable expected value and an adjustable correlation matrix, it

is possible to realize this. The vector H can, for instance, use the vector F

~n the following way.

~(n) = ~(n) + T(n).!(n)

The expected value of ~(n) ~s

E{~(n)} = ~(n)

(6.1.1)

(6. 1 • 2)

and T(n) ~s a transformation matrix, which can be used to scale the length

of F and to introduce correlation between the components of F. Notation:

~(n) = fl{!(I), y(I), !(2), y(2), •••• , !.(n-I) , y(n-I)} (6. I. 3)

T(n) f 2{!(I), y ( 1), ! (2), y (2), •••• ,.!(n-I ), y (n-I )} (6.1.4)

6.2. Determination of the mean value vector ~(n)

In the absence of any information concerning the direction from the starting

point to ~(opt) we begin with d O. See(6.1.I)and(6.1.2) Notation:

i(l) = 0 (6.2.1)

For the determination of ~(2) the result of the first step is taken into

account. A possible way to do so is:

(6.2.2)
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where c
1

> 0 if y(l) = I, and c
1

~ 0 if y(l) = O. It is obvious that the

expected value of the 2
nd

step will be chosen so that in case of a success

~(2) has the same direction as ~(I) and in case of a failure ~(2) ~s zero or

has the opposite direction of ~(I).

In general we can write for the vector d:

i (n+ I) c~(n) + C 1 • ~(n) (6.2.3)

The constants Co and c 1 meet the following requirements,

o ~ Co < I, c 1 > 0, Co + c 1 > 1 when yen) (6.2.4)

o (6.2.5)

The vector~, determined ~n this manner, increases the probability of success

ful steps for reasonably smooth functions, because the directions at which Q

has been increased or decreased in the past are taken into account.

The stepsize is also made larger in case of a success. These two features

accelerate the process of finding the optimum (minimum). The previous random

step has influence on the next step, because the random step enters the

expression for d(n+l) with the coefficient cl. Note that unsuccessful steps

result in a decrease in Id(n) I. It is possible to set c 1 0 in case of an

unsuccessful step. The directional information obtained on unsuccessful

steps is then ignored.

In case of a success, the length of d ~s enlarged by a factor Co + c
1

> 1

This increase can be too fast in some cases, and it might be necessary to

constrain the stepsize. Suppose that the ~ may never have a magnitude larger

than D. If the length of the random step ~ is larger than D, H is replaced by

a vector in the same direction and with length D.
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The matrix T(n) can be built up from the data from previous steps. In general

this is very complicated and simplifications will be introduced. Such a sim-
"plification for instance is the introduction of a "diagonal matrix for T(n).

This means that the components of the vector T(n).!(n) are not correlated.

In that case there remains the determination of the n diagonal terms of T(n)

which represent the standard deviations of the components of the vector

T(n).!(n). The simplest choice for the matrix T(n) is the identity matrix

multiplied by a constant.

T(n) b (n).I (6.4. I)

where b(n) > 0 and I is the identity matrix. In this case the vector His:

~(n) = ~(n) + b(n)!(n) (6.4.2)

With the mentioned simplifications the determination of ~(n+l) is:

~(n+l) c~(n) + cIH(n)

Fig. (6.4. I.a) and fig. (6.4.I.b) illustrates the above equations.

fig. (6.4.I.a)

By diminishing b(n), the standard deviations of the components of the vector

b(n)F(n) become smaller. If the distance of x(n) to the minimum x(opt) is

much-smaller than the length of vector D(n)(~,I, •••• ,I)T, the p~obability of

success is enlarged by decreasing b(n).
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6.5. S~~E~Ei~~~_~~!~~~~_~2~E!iY~_E~~2~~_~~~E£~_~~2_~2~E£iy~_2iE~££i~~_E~~2~~

~~~Ef!:!_~~£!:!~2·

a. Differences between the adaptive direction search method discussed in 5.1.

and the adaptive random search method discussed in 6.1. are as follows.

1. The adaptive direction search method has a constant stepsize. The

stepsize in the adaptive search method varies, because the size of

of the random step ~ can be changed by vary~ng bn as well as the length

of ~ after each step.

2. The determinations of d (see 6.2.3) and W (see 5.1.7 - 5.1.10) are, ~n

general, not the same.

There is however a similarily ~n specifying ~ and d. The determination of

~ according to the equation (5.1.8) is namely

~(n+ I)

The algorithm for finding the d ~s (see eq. 6.2.3)

~ (n+ I)

and -MQn are both < O.

in case of a success or failure, has been determined

The coefficient k in equation (6.5.4) corresponds with the coefficient

c in equation (6.5.5). This k (O<k<l) is a constant in the search
o

procedure. This does not apply for c (O<c<I) It is possible that in case
o 0

is different from the value in case ofof a success the value used for c
o

a failure. The coefficient c
I

in equation (6.5.5) corresponds with the

-ollQn in equation (6.5.4). The factor c I is different in case of a success

or failure. For a success, c
I

> O. This corresponds with the factor

-ollQ , which ~s also larger than zero in case of success.
n

In case of a failure, c I
A difference is that c l '

previously, while this is not true for the term -ollQn' since llQ n depends on

the function evaluation.

The vector W (see eq. 5.11), the memory vector, has the same function as

the vector d (see eq. 6.2.3) the mean value vector.
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This can be demonstrated as follows. The function ~(~,~) has the following

property (see 5.1.4).

(6.5.1)

This means that the expectated value of the randomsteps ~!(see 5.1.2) ~s

E{~X}
W

a'ill (6.5.2)

The coefficient a is a constant, the stepsize.

The expected value of ~(n), the randomstep taken by adaptive random search

is (see eq. 6.1.2)

b. There appear to be few similarities between the global search method with

directing cone (see 5.2) and the adaptive random search method.

Differences are:

I. With method (5.2) the stepsize ~s constant and with method (6. I) not.

2. In the global search method several steps (namely m are taken from one

point regardless of whether or not a success is obtained before this

m-th step.

With the adaptive random search method each step ~s classified as a

success or failure, and if it is a success, then the next step will be

taken from the new starting point.

3. For the determination of the axis of the cone (global search method)

only the step to the best of the m points is taken into account. In

the adaptive search method it is possible that all prev~ous steps have

influence on the determination of the mean value vector d.

A similarity is that the adaptive random search method also works with a cone.

If lil# 0, the axis of the cone has the same direction as £' and its apex is

at the most successful point found thus far.
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The aperture angle of the cone ~s, however, not constant such as ~n the

global search method with directing cone. The aperture angle is dependent

on the length of ~ and on the length of the random step!. Also, the distri

bution of trial steps for the adaptive random search method is not uniform

over the spherical surface of the cone.

In place of the normally-distributed random vector !(n) of eq. (6.1.1), we

introduce the vector ~(n), whose point of intersection with a hypersphere

with radius s and center at the origin of~, is uniformly distributed over

the hypersphere.

The following steps specify a practical algorithm for the adaptive random

search method discussed ~n sec. 6.1. - 6.4.

1. Initiate ~(O) and s, determine Q{~(O)} ; ~(I) = 0

2. Take a random step ~(n), where ~(n) = ~(n) + ~(n)

3. If this step is a success, then

~(n+l) = ~(n) + ~(n)

~(n+l) = co(a)~(n) + cI(a)~(n)

If it ~s a failure, then

~(n+l) = ~(n)

~(n+l) = co(b)~(n) + cI(b)~(n)

where ~n general,

c (a) f c (b) and
o 0

cl(a) f cl(b)

4. If 1~(n+I)1 is greater than some value E, replace ~(n+l) by a vector

having the same direction and length E.

5. After a given number of consecutive failures, the length of S ~s re

duced, by a factory y and d becomes O.
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6. After a g1ven number (rather large) of steps, a random step 1S com

pared with a much larger step with the same direction. That steplength

producing the larger improvement is chosen as the nominal stepsize

for the next iteration. If neither step yields an improvement, the step

size is unchanged.

7. After each successful step determine if ~(n+l) satisfies a certain

stopping criterium. In that case the search procedure is stopped; if

not, the process continues with point 2.

In the following figure is shown the flowdiagram for this algorithm

Experimental results obtained with this method are given in chapter 8.
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Fig.(6.6.1). Flow diagram for the practical algorithm of adaptive random search.

II counts the total number of iterations and 12 counts the total number of

successive failures. E is the value that limits the length of d.
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In order to determine the algorithm, we must specify a combination of points

one point from the permitted area of fig. (6.7.a) and one from the permitted

area of fig. (6.7.b).

That combination requiring a minimum amount of function evaluations to enter

the circle with the minimum as centre and with a certain given diameter will

be chosen. By combining 18 points in the permitted area for a success with

22 points in the permitted area for a failure, it is possible to obtain a

deeper understanding in this matter. see fig. (6.7.c) and fig. (6.7.d)

• c"

fig. (6.7.c)

r --------'... Co:>

fig. (6.7. d)

2 2
The function Q = xl + x2 has been used as a quality function, and the starting

point is (1,1). The length of the random vector H is not constrained.
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The searchprocedure is stopped when a point ~s found within a circle with

radius O. I. For each combination the searchprocedure is repeated 10 times

to obtain an impression of the standard deviation and the mean value of the

number of function evaluations.

The length of ~(n) (step 2 of sec. 6.6.) is 0.1 for all n. The obtained results

of this investigation are avialable in the appendix. It appears that points

on the straight line c
I

=-c
o

in the plane y(n) = 0, i.c. the points (6),

(12) and (19), are all good points to combine with points in the plane

y(n) = I. This means that, all information obtained from previous steps

is not used anymore and that only the last (failure) step is taken into

account.

A clear indication for a choice from the Co - c
I

plane for y(n) = I is

not available.

The number of function evaluations is low for all 18 points from this plane

combined with points on the straight line c
I

=-co ~n case of a failure.

It is clearly visible that the points (3), (8), (14), (21), (4), (9), (15)

and (22) from the Co - c
I

plane for y(n) = 0 are not good points to combine

with points from the other plane.

This applies also for the points (I), (5), (10) and(16) from the Co - c
I

plane for y(n) = O.

All other points in the plane for y(n) = 0 can be combined rather success

fully with all points in the plane for y(n) = I. These points in the plane

for y(n) = 0 are indicated by "area B" in the figure below.

!~ln, ~O I
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~or all the indicated points ~n area B, the number of successful steps
I

divided by the total amount of steps is greater Or equal than 2

Number of successful steps
total number of steps

I
> 2
Faints from area B

The experiments described here were also performed for the function

Q

and the same general behaviour was observed.
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7. A theoretical model, of a directional random search method, with optimal

step size.

In this chapter we consider a theoretical model of a creeping random search

method, which is adaptive with respect to both direction and step size.

It is assumed that every step ~s successful and has an "optimum" step size.

The performance of this model is evaluated and compared with the performance

of a model having only optimum step size. The plan of analysis of this chapter

follows that of Schumer L3J and Schumer and Steiglitz [ 1] •

7.1. Consider two vectors ~ and l in a n-dimensional space; they also start

in the same point, the origin o. (see fig. (7.1). Both vectors have the same

length R. The direction of the vector R is still constant. The direction of
_y is random, but the angle S between Rand Y is never larger than ¢ . Y

o -
represents a random step employed by a creeping random search algorithm having

. directional adaptation.

F--+----IL....----~-- ---

fig. (7.1)

The probability density of l is uniform over the spherical surface of an

n-dimensional cone with axis R and aperture angle ~ • The probability distri-
- 0

bution function and probability density function of the angle S, FS(S) and

PS(S), are derived as follows.

S (S)
S(~ )

o

From equation (4.1.8) is known that:

(7.1.1)
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n-I n-2
(n-I).a IR sin (a)

n-
(7. 1. 2)

Seq> )
a = J

a

q>
a n-I n-2

a I.R • (n-I)sin ada
n-

a
(7.1.;3)

dS(a)
da Seq> )

a
(7.1.4)

Under the condition that a < q> , the probability density-function of a is:
a

. n-2QS1n <:3

q>
a

!sinn- 2ada
a

(7.1.5)

7.2. The search loss, L(n,p), is defined as two times the value of the quality

function at a certain point, divided by the expected value of the function

improvement per function evaluation. (See M.A. Schumer and K. Steiglitz, [IJ )

Assume that the quality-function Q, which has to be minimized, is of the

following form:

Q
n 2L x.

i= I 1

2
p (7.2.1)

The search loss is:

L (p, n) 2Q
+ E{-liQ}

(7.2.2)
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where 6Q = Q(n) - Q(n+I); 6Q is negative in case of a success. The plane

in fig. (7.2) is formed by the random vector Y and the gradient vector

through the starting point A. Let I~I = s and note that PI is the distance

from the point ~ to the origin. We assume that the angle between~ and the

negative gradient is never larger than ¢ • Consequently all steps are success-
o

ful.
:t.

Gi.=P.
I

I
I

\7Q-+------.~---.ll---I-------------~==-o

\
\

fig. (7.2)

-6Q (7.2.3)

The minimum value of 6p 2 in this case is zero.

Application of the law of cosines to triangle ABO ~n fig. (7.2) gives:

2spcos 8 - s2 (with p

The relation between ¢o and p P is:
o

(7.2.4)

cos ¢
o

s
=-

2p (7.2.5)

The expectation of 6p
2 ~s now:

2
< 6p >

¢

o 2J 6p p (8) de
o

(7.2.6)
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. n-2es~n

tP
o

f sinn- 2edS
o

(0 < S < tP )
o

(7.2.7)

Substitution of PS(S) and ~p2 ~n equation (7.2.6) gives:

2
<~p >

tP

f
0 2 n-2

(2sp cos S - s ) sin SdS
o (7.2.8)

Substituting (7.2.8) in equation (7.2.2), we obtain:

tP
o
sinn- 2SdS

o
tP

o 2 n-2
f(2sp cos S - s ) sin SdS
o

(7.2.9)

Now the expression for L(p,n) is written as a function of n and n with s
n = -:

p

qJ
o

n fcos
o

(7.2.10)
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The expected value of the improvement per function evaluation, divided by the

present value of the quality function is called I(n,n). So:

- E{6Q}
2

p

2
L(n,n)

(7.2.11)

Substituting the expression for L(n,n) ~n the equation for I(n,n) gives:

n-2
cos S sin SdS

<P
o

J
= 2n ...:0 _

<P
o

J sinn- 2SdS
o

2
- n ; with cos <p =!L

o 2
(7.2.12)

The value of n for which IS(n,n) has an maximum will be determined. Say this

It is possible to write the expression

2

value of n no'

It will be assumed that

n ar~sin no ~ no
0' -

2

for large n, the value of no is small. Then for small

<p
o

J sinn- 2SdS ~n another way:
o

II
2

"" J sin
n

-
2
ede

o

II
2

J n-2
- sin SdS

II_no

2

(7.2.13)

By us~ng the identity:

II
-2-

J sinnSdS
II--n o

2

(7.2.14)
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we derive

J
o

II
2
J n-2sin SdS-
o o

n-2
cos SdS (7.2.15)

II

2 n-2 II
Let a(n) = J sin SdS. The asymptotic expression for a(n) ~s a(n) 1-2n

o
no

(see M.A. Schumer, [3 J). 2

h 1 f S ,. 1 J n-2S S 11 b f hT e va ues 0 ~n tne ~ntegra cos d are very sma ecause 0 t e

assumption that no ~s very small~With this condition the approximation

in a binomial expansion. Integrating the first(I-S2 )n-2
2

few terms of this expansion, we obtain:

cos S """ 1 - S22 can be applied.

n-2Express (cosS) ~

no
""2
J n-2

cos SdS ~

o

(n-2) (n-3) 5
40.32 no

(n-2) (n-3) (n-4)
7.48.128.

(7.2.16)

The manmum of IS(n,n) will be found by differentiating IS(n,n)

n and setting the result to zero.

o
2n

¢ ¢

J
o . n-2 d JO
Hn SdS. di1 cos

o 0

¢ ¢

a sinn- 2 ada - / cos a sinn-~da.~n JOsinn-2Sd~
o 0

01

<P
0

n-2J cos a s~n ada

+ 2
(-,

-2n¢ (7.2.17)0 n-2J sin ada
0
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<P
o

The integral J cos Ssin
n

-
2
SdS and its first derivative with respect to n

o
can be solved directly

it is obvious that s~n <P
o

<P
o

Jcos Ssinn- 2SdS
o

With cos <P
o

S =<P

~ n-2 .= J s~n Sds~nS
S=o

1 (sin<P )n-I
= (n-I)' 0

2 ..!.
no 2

=(1- -4- ) and so:

(7.2.18)

<P
o n-2 1JcosSsin SdS = ~~~(n-I)

o

n-I
2

(7.2.19)

d
dn

o

<P
o n-2 1JcosSsin SdS=--4"n

o 0

(_ n; j
n-3
-2-

(7.2.20)

The first derivative of the integral with respect to n gives:
o

d
dn o

(7.2.21)

By substituting equations (7.2.19), (7.2.20) and (7.2.21) ~n equation (7.2.17)

we find the expression to

The substitution
B (n )

o

b~ satisfied by no'

= JOsinn-2SdS yields

o

an expression ~n B(n o) and no

n-3
2

n
+----!2.

2

n-2

(_ n~ ) 2-n (n-I){B(n )}
o 0

o

(7.2.22)
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If we develop now all terms of this equation ~n series and assume that n is

large, then the following form is obtained:

+ •••• ::: 0 (7.2.23)

In this expression m = 0, I, •••• , n, •.•• and a , aI' •••• a , ••••
o n

have fixed values. The solution of such an equation is very difficult, and

for that reason the expression of len) will be determined numerically. A very

important conclusion to be made from (7.2.23) is that n is inversely pro-
o

portional to the square root of n. So:

with x to be computed,

Let

A(n)

<j)
o

J sin
n

- 2a cosada
o

1
=--

n-I ( 1
~no 2

1--
4 I

)
(7.2.24)

The expression for len) ~s now:

l(n )
o

(7.2.25)

xDevelop A(n) ~n a series and take into account that n =r- . Then for large n:
o y n

+ •••• } (7.2.26)

246
1- ~ +~ _ x

8 128 -:-4-=-0~.6:"":"4- + •••• (7.2.27)
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The right side of the above expression ~s an alternating ser~es. If the series

of the absolute values of the terms is convergent, the alternating series is

convergent also.With the help of the theorem of d'Alembert, which is valid

only for series with pos~t~ve terms, it can be proved that the series is

absolutely convergent, and then so is the alternating series.

(n-I).A(n )
o

n-I
2

(7.2.29)

n-I x2
1- -2- . 4n

m-I+ •••• (-I) (n-I) (n-2) •••• (n-m)

2m '4m mm. n

2m
• x + ...

For large n it is possible to write for the (m-I)-th

series of the absolute values of n.A(n ):
o

2m
x

term: u I of them-

(7.2.30)

The theorem of d'Alembert states that if the limit form ~ 00 of um / u(m_l) ~s

less than I, the series Iu is convergent; so:
m

lim
m-+oo

lim
m-+oo

2m I 4m 2m+2
m ~ x lim

m-+oo

2
x
2.4(m+l) o (7.2.31)

With the same theorem, it can be proved that the series development of B(n )
o

also is convergent:

B (n )
o

a(n)
n n-2 30+ __

2 48 no

(n-2) (n-3)

40.32
5

n + ••••
o

(7.2.32)

For the m-th terms of the ser~es of the absolute values of IU{B(n )-a(n)},
o

can be written with x and large n:
no = 7il
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2m-1
x

3m-2(2m-I) 2 (m- 1)
(7.2.33)

lim lim x 2m
+ l : (2m-I) •

x2m-I(2m+I)23m+1

3m-2
2 (m-I)

m :

lim 2x 2m-1

2m+1
o (7.2.34 )

The series devolopments for nA(n ) and In{B(n )-a(n)} are convergent, so the
o 0

series of A(n ) and B(n ) are also convergent. For large n and with
o 0

I x2 4 6
+~ x .... } 2-{I-- +

Ie(no,n)
x n 8 128 48.32 x

(7.2.35)2. 7ll 3 5 n
I {I II x +~ x .... }7ll 2 2 48 -40.32 +

2 4 6
1- ~ x x +

8 + 128 - 48.32 .... 2
nle(no,n) 2.x. 3 5 - x (7.2.36)

III x +~ x +
2 2 48 40.32

....

nle(no,n) has a maximum for x = 2,290 which ~s obtained by examining I(n
o

) for

values of x in the range 0,8 < x < 3 with ..;-. c::: 2~290. I becomes:
v'n In' max

Ie(n ,n)o opt
= 2,1594

n
(7.2.37)
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In fig. (7.3) the graph ~s shown of Ie (n ,n) as a function of n -

i

____~__~. I
; --....
I '-,.

~ I
I
I

'1,'1 .~

~, 11'\

, if known that every stap is successful,The fastest way to reach the m~n~mum

but not how successful, is obtained for
no

2.29
In

• (For programs see appendix).
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7.3. It is possible to consider other theoretical random methods, which assume

an amount of information between that assumed by the "optimal stepsize random

search" (no directional information, optimal stepsize) and "optimal stepsize

directional random search" (all steps successful, optimal stepsize). Such a

method is one in which the angle between ~ and! is never larger than~, i.e.

each random step lies in the half-space defined by the hyperplane tangent to

Q(x) (See fig. 4.1.1). A practical algorithm could approximate this model

more easily than the optimal stepsize directional random search. Again, for

the quality function

n 2
L x.

i= 1 ~

an optimal stepsize can be found.

Let ~ be the angle between ~ and R

The expecte.d value E~(-~Q) over all steps ~s then

<P
o 2. n-2f ~p sm ~d~

o
IT
2

f . n-2
s~n ~d~

o

(7.3.1)

See chapter 4 for the

expected improvement,

of Q becomes

definition of <P and the determination of ~p2 The
o

per function evaluation, normalized by the present value

<P

o 2. n-2f (2ncos~-n) s~n ~d~
o

(7.3.2)
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This means that Iw(n,n) 1.S twice as large as lw(n,n) . See equation
T opt T opt

(4.1.22)

The asymptotic expression for Iw(n,n) for large n is then
T opt

()
--,,--0.z....'8~1..;;;;2I w n,n = -

T opt n

IIjI(n,n) is optimal for the same no as I~(n,n).

0.3.3)

(7.3.4)

For each of the three theoretical random search methods discussed, the average

normalized improvement per function evaluation for large n is of the form

where

k
n

(7.3.5)

r
a 0.406 (optimal stepsize random search)

k = k~ 2.159 (optimal stepsize di re ct ional random search)

(optimal stepsize
II

kljl 0.812 for IjI < 2' )

(7.3.6)

The three methods can be compared on the basis of the expected number of

function evaluations M required to satisfy a given stopping criterion 1.n the

minimization of

Q(x)
n 2I x.

i= I 1.

for I(n,n) of the form of eq. (7.3.5), M is (see equation 4.1.27)opt
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(7.3.7)

1
M is linear in n and proportional to k . Then the average number of function

evaluations required by the three methods are proportional to:

1
2.463

ke
1

0.463 (7.3.8)
kep

1
1.231

k,¥

This indicates the reduction in function evaluations obtained by assuming

directional information in the model.
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8. Experimental results

rhe algorithms were tested on a IBM 360 - 30 and lBX 360 - 75 computer

for a nUmber of testfunctions. The computer programs have been added

in the appendix. A vector with random direction is obtained by having

every component of this vector uniformly distributed on (-I, I).

This vector is then normalized to obtain a desired length. So the random

vector ~, used in all experiments is not uniformly distributed over the

surface of a n-dimensional hyper sphere, although it does approach this

condition for large n (Schumer [3J ). The practical algorithm of the

~~~~E!!Y~_!~~~~_~~~!fh_~~!h~E~see chapter 6, applied to the quality

function

Q
n 2
L x.

. I 1.1.=

has been used with the following constants

Limit for II 50

Limit for 1
2

= 20

The initial stepsize is s = 0.1 and y = 0.1 (See flowdiagram sec. 6)

In order to obtain an impression of the speed of convergence of this

algorithm, two combinations of points from the Co - c
I

- plane for

y(n) = I and from the Co - c
I

- plane for y(n) = 0 have been chosen. Every

combination has been tried with 3 conditions for the length of d

Idl < 3s

Iii < 6s

Iii 1.S not limited

With respect to the results found 1.n (6.7) the following two combinations of

points have been chosen

combination A

combination B

c (a) 0.75; c I (a) = 1. 25
0

c (b) 0.75; c I (b) = - 0.75
0

c (a) 0.75; c
I
(a) 0.75

0

c (b) = 0.5 ; c I (b) = - 0.75
0

(8. I)

(8.2)
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The point (0.75, 0.75) in the plain y(n} ~ 0 ~s on the straight line

co(b) ~ -cj(b).

So the adaptive search mehtod has been tested for s~x cases, corresponding

to the six possible combinations of limits on I~I and choices for co' c l .

The search procedure starts in the point ~(o) ~ (I, I, I, •••• J I) and has

been done for n = 5,10,15 and 20. The search procedure is stopped if a

function value has been found smaller then 10-8

For each experiment ten independent trials were performed, and the average

number of function evaluations, ICALL, were determined. The results of the

six tests have been listed in table (8.1)

Remarkable is the fact, that the differences in the average number of

function evaluations ICALL is not large for the six combinations.

It appears that the combination A, with Idl < 35 is the best. This ~s shown

~n figure (8. I). ICALL satisfies then:

ICALL ::: 57n (8.3)

The adaptive random method, combination A and no limitation for ~ was tested

for the same quality function and same conditions, except in this case

y ~ 0.5. The average number of function evaluations ICALL satisfies in

this case: ICALL ~ 81 n. The result for y ~ O. I is much better.

,- ARS·

(o"",b\l,,,,,,t',o'fl R 1 141.(315 16'0 5b2. 81° 115J.1

c.ovvt>lna.t \C>I'I PI, Is!lks 2<32- boT aB3 II eLl

CCWl b'll'\cci\oVl A,
141IS not

2 199 b03 S~Lj II @ \liMi~

LOMO-l no..-tioY\ B I \4 K 3.5 'l81 bID <]32. I~02.

COWl.b'lna:tloV\ B, 14..I,(b< 2<]6 blS 9.'Lb \1.17

cOW\b~ "",,*',01'"\
B 141 ''S (\o-t

~~~ b:l;f 912 '2.~1\ I iO\\ted

n
:l

E>\- pw,\u,oV\Q...vall..A..£X.'tiuY\s }(I=\LL foY Q-=-~ x.~
\=,
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fig. (8.1). Average number of function evaluation ICALL versus n

for n 2 (adaptive random search, combination A, Iii < 3s)
Q = I x.

i= I ~
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In order to obtain an im~ression of how the search procedure of "adaptive

random searc~l looks in reality, the process has been performed three times

for dimension 2 wi tIL the quality function Q =x~ + x~.

The following choice of constants has been used (see 8.1)

Combination A, Idl ~ 3s

Combination A, Iii ~ 6s

The starting value of ~ 1S 0.1.

The starting point of the search procedure is ~(O) = (1,1), and the search

is stopped if a point is situated in the circle with radius 0.1 and centre at

the minimum point of the function, ~ (0.0). The results of these experiments

have been shown in fig. (8.2) and fig. (8.3)

I

---........- )(1

fig. (8.2). Two dimensional illustration of the adaptive random search method,

for combination A, and Iii < 3s
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---.....-)(.

fig. (8.3) Two-dimensional illustration of the "adaptive random search

method" ~ for combination A, and Ii I < 6s

Clearly visible in fig. (8.3) is the danger of "overdetennination".

Ras trigin [4J warns for this in the " adaptive direction search method".

In fig. (8.2) as well as in fig. (8.3) it is evident that a direction is

continuosly followed, as long as this direction is successful. The length of

~ then rapidly reaches the highest pennitted value. The "adaptive random

search" method finds points in the parameter space ~ in a complete ly different

manner than, for instance~ the "ordinary creeping random search method".
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In order to illustrate this,the algorithm for ordinary creeping random search

(see chapter 3) has been performed 3 tim.es for dimension 2. The quality function

is Q = x~ + x; and the steplength s of the random step E is 0.1. Here also

the searchprocedure has been stopped if a point is found in the circle with

radius 0.1. and centre at x = (0.0)

The results are shown in fig. (8.4)

1

/
I

I

\
.....

'-

fig. (8.4) Two-dimensional illustration of the ordinary creep~ng random

search method.
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The algorithms of lI adaptive stepsize random searchll and Hordinary creeping

random searc~' were tested ~or the same quality function

n 2
L x.

i= I ~

In both algorithm the following constant are used:

limit for II 50

limit for 1 2 = 20

The initial stepsize is s = 0.1, the starting point is ~(O) = (1,1, .•.• )

and y = 0.1. The search procedure is stopped, when the function value
-8Q. < 10 • for every tested dimension (5, 10, 15 and 20) 10 independent

trials were run. The obtained average numbers of function evaluations are

shown in table (8.2)

ASSR~ b9Dl \~a5 ~ '11 26

oC.RS ~ '16, lISt:> \55.2.

Table (8.2). ICALL for "adaptive stepsize random search and ordinary

creeping random search on n 2
Q = L x.

i= I ~

Here is also found, that ICALL is approximately linear in n.

The average number of function evaluations ICALL for the adaptive stepsize

random search (ASSRS) is described by:

ICALL(ASSRS) ~ 138.n

and for ordinary creeping random search (OCRS)



I CALL (OCRS) : 77.n
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(8.5)

(III), OCRS (II) and adaptive random search,

Equations (8.3), (8.4), (8.5) and the result of ASSRS as reported by Schumer

and Steiglitz are illustrated in fig. (8.6)

l[L

!~
//

/
/n:.A\..\..

/
/

lGoo
/

JY;/
/ //{

/// ~/ /"'

/ /// ,.-/<
/ ~/ /~

~
/ ~/ /
• /'t /

/ // ./'

// ,.-/.
/~ ~

///~

5 11.> ,S :Ie

... i\

fig. (8.6) Average number of function evaluations versus dimension for

n 2Q = I x. for ASSRS
i= 1 ~

combination .A, I~I < 3i. (I), and ASSRS as reported by Schumer

and Steiglitz lWl

From fig. (8.6) follows that the adaptive random search method, combination A

and I~I < 3s is superior, Kraan (5) however, using a pattern search method,

found under the same conditions ICALL : SOn
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The adaptive random search method is ~or n ~ 55 even better than the Newton

Raphson [I] method.

It should be noted that equation (8.4) for ASSRS does not compare with the

results reported by Schumer and Steiglitz [IJ for the same experiments.

Their results for ASSRS indicate that ICALL ~ 80n. This discrepancy could

possibly be explained as follows. The flow diagram given by Schumer and

Steiglitz for ASSRS (the same as figure 4.~~ indicates that a trial step of length

s is always followed by another of length s (L+a) > s. This strategy is clearly

wasteful for a quadratic test function; if a step of length s is a failure, a

step of length s(I+a) must also fail. We might surmise that the actual

algorithm used by Schumer and Steiglitz did not attempt a step of length

s(I+a) if the smaller step was a failure. This could explain the smaller amount

of function evaluations required in their experiments for this quality function

and others tested.

The following algorithms were tested for the quality function Q
n 4
I x.

i= 1 ~

The

the

~s

adaptive stepsize random search (ASSRS)

- ordinary creeping random search (OCRS)

- adaptive random search, combination A and Iii < 3s (ARS ,A, I~I < 3s)

- adaptive random search, combination A and Iii < 6s (ARS ,A, I~I < 3s)

constants II and I
2

and the initial steplength remain the same.Again

starting point is x(O) = (1,1, •••• 1), but now the stopping criterion
-8 -

Q <0.5 x 10 and y = 0.1. The average numbers of function evaluation

for 10 independent experiments, for n = 5, 10, 15 and 20 are tahulated in

table 8.2.
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n=io (J:;/5 11-::.2.0

.. ASSRS" 38~ 83:L 12.9L.l 'r~g

" OCRS" ~1.l9 ~b8 ~b1 lobs

"ARS" ., unvJ:,. A, l~ \<3s l.lil ~.ll 50t b3g

II

51b b-b'-fiRS" lomb. A, \4 \~b; I~ 319,

table (8.2) Average number of function evaluations on Q

mentioned algorithms.

n 4
= l XI for the

i=1

The resulting average

are described by

Here too it is seen that ICALL is approximately linear in n.
n 4

numbers of function evaluations ICALL on Q = I x
i=1 I

lCALL(ASSRS)

ICALL(OCRS)

85 n

z 51 n

(8.9)

(8.10)

I CALL (ARS ,A, Idl < 3s) ::: 32 n (8. I I)

lCALL(ARS,A, )~I < 6s) ::: 33 n (8. 12)

The difference between the two adaptive random search methods is not

very large. The experimental results, equations (8.9), (8.10), (8. II) and

the result of ASSRS as reported by Schumer and Steiglitz are shown in fig.(8.7)
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/~
/

'5 10 15 .16

fig. (8.7). Average number of function evaluation for Q

OCRS (II), ARS (A, Id~ < 3s) (I) and

ASSRS (Schumer and Steiglitz) (IV)

~ 4L x.
i= I 1

for ASSRS(III) ,

Again the adaptive random search method, combination A and I~I < 3s is better

than the other algorithms. The result of Kraan [SJ for the same testfunction

and same conditions is better. This result is: ICALL ~ 2Sn

The quadratic form:

Q ~)
n 2
L a.X.

i= I 1 1
(8. 13)

1S also used as a quality function. The coefficients aI' a 2, .••• , an are

chosen randomly from a dist ribution uniform on [ O. I, I J. The same

algorithms were tested. To be able to compare the numerical results, the

coefficients aI' a
2

, •••• , an are determined once, so the four algorithms

use exactly the same quality function. The constants stay the same, so

II = 50 and 1 2 = 20. The initial value of s is 0.1. and the starting

point is x(O) = (I, I, ••• , I). The search procedure is stopped when the

function value of Q is less than .001 times the initial function value



for ASSRS, OCRS, ARS(A, I~I < 38) and

ARS (A, I~) < 6s).
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and y = O. I. For every dimension tested (5 J la, 15 and 20) ten independent

trials are performed. For the average number of function evaluation see

table (8.3)

.. ,I

.2Ab 1\5t\Se,R~ .4 ~.l ~\O

" 11

?:>I~ ~5i 611oe.R~ IT'

"f\ R~\l I <.~ {::\ )1 ~\(~ ~:l 20\ :l.Sl 391

I'

F\~ I(~ A)II! \(65 83 \"fl '-rb 408

n 2
Table (8.3). The average number of function evaluation for Q =.L a 1x 1

~=1

The number of function evaluations ICALL again ~s approximately linear ~n n

and can be described by:

I CALL (ASSRS)

I CALL (OCRS)

.. 47 n

- 31 n

(8. 14)

(8.15)

ICALL(ARS,Aldl < 3s) : 18,5 n : lCALL(ARS,A,ldl < 6s) (8.16)

Equation (8.14), (8.15), (8.16), experimental results for testfunction

n 2
Q = L a.x.

i= 1 ~ ~

and the result for ASSRS reported by Schumer and Steiglitz are illustrated ~n

fig. (8.8).
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ICALl

---...-m

Eig. (8.a). Average number of function evaluations ICALL versus n for

Q = \ a.x~ for ASSRS(III), OCRS(II), ARS(I) and ASSRSL ~ ~

reported by Schumer and Steiglitz (IV).

The three figures, fig.(8,6) fig. (8.7) and fig.(~.a) show that the adaptive

search method is superior to the adaptive stepsize and ordinary creep~ng

random search, for the class of quadratic testfunctions. However, for all

three testfunctions the experimental results of Kraan [5J obtained with pattern

search are better.

Fig. (8.9) illustrates the normalized average improvement per step for ASSRS,

OCRS and ARS versus dimension for

Q
n 2L x. ; Io(n,n)

i=l ~ 0 opt
and I",(n,n)

'f' opt

are also shown. The normalized average improvements per step for the algorithms

used appear to be inversely proportional with n. The approximation of I for

the used algorithms can be described as follows:

I (ASSRS)
0,155

n (8. 17)
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_'J,I
~.IO 0----

-n



I(OCRS) -

I(AR~)

0,278
n

0,380
n
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(8.18)

(8.19)

On the basis of the experimental result, the average normalized improvement

per step I, is calculated for

Q
n 4I x.

i=1 ~
and Q

n 2I a.x.
i= I ~ ~

for the three used algorithms. (see table 8.4)

..
ASSR:," .. OtRS .' "

,I

ARS

M
"I O!2~~ 0).1\0(, 't":\:,o)bSlj

Q~~ x\ I~ T~

l: \ M rn rn

IY\
J. ~ o)~\ '?:> o\~~Q =.:L 0.., ')(l

:r~ I~ I~

1.= \
IV\ M rn

table (8.4)

It is noteworthy that the tests with the ordinary creeping random search algo

rithm, which only reduces the stepsize following some number of consecutive

failures, yield the result that the required number of function evaluations

is a linear function of the number of dimensions,a result which had been

proved only for an algorithm having optimal stepsize.

In fact, the ordinary creeping random search method yields results approaching

those reported for adaptive stepsize random search by Schumer and Steiglitz

and is also better than the experimental results obtained in this study for

adaptive stepsize random search. Although the adaptive stepsize random search

is adapting the step length continuously, the ordinary creep~ng random search ~s

better for quadratic quality functions. Apparently, ASSRS's continuous tracking

of the optimal stepsize requires some extra function evaluations. For other
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quality functions J where it may be advantageous to increase as well as decrease

the stepsize J ASSRS may perform more favorably.

Clearly visible in fig. (8.9) is that the optimum algorithm is not yet realized

The difference between Is(n,n)opt and I(ARS),the best obtained experimental

result, is still very large. The experimental results show that adaptive

random search technique is better than ordinary creeping random search and

adaptive stepsize random search.

The adaptive random search method was also tested using Rosenbrock's function

(8.20)

With reference to the flow diagram of figure (6.6.1)

limit on II

limi t on 1
2

y = 0.5

50

20

The initial steplengthisO.1 and the starting point ~s ~(O) = (-1.2,1).

The stopping criterium is Q < 10-
3

• For both combinations of co' c
I

values,

A(eq. 8.1) andB(eq. 8.2), the algorithm was tested for I~I < 3s, I~I < 6s

and jdl unlimited. Four independent trials were run, and the average numbers

of function evaluations are shown in table (8,4)

,. \I B B B ~ A P.RR~

1911. 3S Ig I .(bS
l~, i<",l'\ot

lei'.( 3.S 1~I""bs
lc:!l is l'\oT

\;m.",ted hvv.",t",d

Q =100 L~- "-t)'l.~
bill ,,-3S 399 51~ll_Yo..l'l 1~4~ t"

"

table (8.4)

Allthough adaptive search method, combination A and I~I < 6s, appears to opperate

the best, the result is poor in comparison with two other methods which use

only function evaluations and no one-dimensional minimizations. These are the

pattern search method of Hooke and Jeeves [6J (200 function evaluations for
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and Rosenbrock's method [6J (100 function evaluations for Q ~ 4. x 10-
3
).

It is clear that the adaptive search method is not .very effective as a ridge

follower. This was also remarked by Schumer and Steig~itz [11 for ASSRS.

A testfunction used for 5, 10 and 20 dimensions was originally introduced

by Fletcher and Powell L7] to minimize

Q = I ~.
i=l L~

I (A .. s~n x
J
' + B

iJ
. cos xJ.)l 2

j = I ~J :J (8.21)

with respect to x .•
J

This is equivalent to solving a set of set of simultaneous non-linear equations

n

L (A .. sin a. + B.. cos a.)
j = I ~J J ~J J

E.
~

~ = I, 2, •••• , n (8.22)

by minimizing the sum of squared residuals. In eq. (8.22) a. = 1(I<j<n)
J

The A.. and B.. were generated as pseudo-random integers rectangulary distributed
~J ~J

over the interval [-100, 100J. (Again the prescribed limits for II and 1
2

,

are 50 and 20 respectively.) The initial step length of the random vector is 0.1

and y = 0.1. Two starting points were used:

~(O) (1,25, 1.25, •••• ) and ~(O) (1.05, 1.05, •••. ).

The algorithm was tested with combination A and with the conditions I~I <3s

and )~ I < 6s for every experiment four independent trials were run. The average

numbers of function evaluations are shown in table (8.5). The search procedure
-3was stopped for Q < 10 .

~lO) '=' ll.2S) 1.~S, .... ) ~lo) =ll.e:>s, 1.05) .. . . . )

1'\:5 (')=\l) f\-:: :,LO O",'S l''=' \0 0-: ~O

R\<5 1 to'Y't\ b f) , lc! \<. ~S 63 Ibj I4S \2:l 1~ 3b

R\O )com'0 ~ ) \ <:! \4b 13£j 2.:1.3 1Gb 10\ S(9 ,,"I

table (8.5)
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These numerical results may be compared with those obtained using a

modified method of Stewart 8 and the method of J,Jowe.l1 [9] , as reported

by M.F .H. T. v. d. Broek [l~.

The same B.. and A.. were used for the adaptive random search method, the
~J ~J

method of Powell and the modified method of Stewert. The numerical results

of v.d. Broek are shown in table (8.6).

n=~ " ~(Cl) -= \.'1'5 0::::2.0
) ~(o~= '\.~5

Mocl~~IQd MQ.thod o~ ~wart ~~ Q: O.e~ .. -3
M (CNV~~Q.V'lc.Q. ID

He.+~ocl o~ FbwQ.\\ lCt'Iu<U"9eru v~r~ Sow ISlb &:= 6.00110

table (8.6)

The adaptive random search appears to be very successful compared with the

modified method of Stewart and the method of Powell. Two reasons for this

difference can be proposed:

t
- The methods of Powell and Stewart are design~d for quadratic

quality functions

- To approximate the gradient direction, for the modified method of

Stewart many function evaluations(at least n)are needed.

Although the adaptive random search method (ARS) has not been especially

designed to optimize quality function with constraints,is this method tested

for the quality function of Beale [6]

(8.23)

subj ect to:

(8.24)
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and

< 3
"-

(8.25)

147 4
The minimum value is Q = 9 at x - (3' 9' 9)' and the constraint (8.25) is

active. The search procedure starts at ~ = (0, 2, 0). The stopping criterium

. ( I ) 0- 2 . b db" ( 81S Q - 9 < I • The ARS algor1thm has een teste for com 1nat1on A eq•• 1

and I~I < 3s. The limit for 11 = 50, the limit for 1 2 = 30, initial steplength

is 0.1 and y = 0.5. Ten independent trials have been run. Three trials were

successful but seven did not satisfy the stopping criterium within the

prescribed limit for the number of random steps (250 ). It appears that the

probability of a successful step, which depends on the state in parameter

space, can be rather small. Many of the random steps generated did not satisfy

the constraints. This type of behaviour has been observed by Box [II J .
The number of function evaluations required for the successful runs were:

36, 89 and 47. This indicates that, because the number of function evaluations

compared with the number of generated random vectors is very small, new

criteria of performance must be introduced. Optimizing quality functions with

constraints with random search methods is not a well known area. It should

be worthwhile to investigate this field of optimization problems.
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9. Conclusions

The maximal normalized expected improvement per step, I~(n,n) t (see
'¥ 0 op

eq.4.1.3~gives a theoretical limit for the performance of adaptive step-

size random search method for the quality function

Q
n 2
L x.

i=l ~

For an algorithm with optimal average steplength and the further condition

that each step is successful, the normalized expected improvement per

step, Ie(n,n) (see eq. 7.2.37HsaboutS times as large as I<t>(n,n
o

) for

Q
n 2
I x.

• 1 ~
~=

For the three practical random methods ASSRS, OCRS and ARS applied to

n 2
Q = LX

i= 11

the difference between I(ASSRS)' ~(OCRS) and I<t>(n,Qo)opt is large see fig. 8.9).

To approach the optimal Ie(n,~) the algorithms must be improved. The experimental

results show that the average number of function evaluations, obtained for ASSRS,

OCRS and ARS, for the quality function

n 2
Q = I x.

i= 1 ~
Q

n 4I x.
i= 1 ~

and Q
n 2
L a.x.

i= 1 ~ ~

are approximately linear with n, which is in general not true for deter

ministic search methods (an exception being pattern search). The experimental

results for the mentioned quadratic quality functions do show that the

adaptive random search method is superior to ordinary creeping random search

and adaptive stepsize random search. Corresponding results for pattern
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search are, however, still better than those obtained with adaptive rmldom

search. Although adaptive random search adapts both step length and direction,

much information is discarded. Perhaps an algorithm making better use of

this information could perform better, especially for problems with ridges.

The random search methods used here are easily implemented. The experimental

results show that random methods are attractive for problems with a large

number independent variables.
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Appendix

I: Program determining the best combination of one point from the
permitted area of fig. (6.7.a) and one from the permitted area
of fig. (6.7.b).

II: Program determining Ie(n,n) .
opt

n
III: Program, ARS, combination B, Idl< 6s. Q • L: 1

2x.
1= 1

n
2IV: Program: ASSRS. Q • L: 1 x,

1= 1
n

2V: Program: OCRS, Q • L: 1 x·
1= 1

n
2VI: Program, ARS, comb ina t ion A, Iii < 35 , lil< 6s, Q • L: 1 aixi1=

n
4VII: Program, ARS, combination A, Iii < 3s, Idl< 6s, Q • L: 1 x.

1= 1

VIII : Program, ARS, combination A, B, Iii < 3s, Iii < 6s; quality
function the valley of Rosenbrock.

IX: Program, ARS, combination A, Iii < 3s, I~I < 6s, quality function
of Fletcher and Powell.

X: Generated pseudo-random integers, used in program IX.

XI: Program, ARS, combination A, lil< 3s, quality function of Beale.
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DOS FOPTRAN IV 360N-FO-479 3-1 MAl NPGM

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
004g
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058

DIMENSION D (5),G (5),F (5) ,XN (5),X (5),F (5)
DC 950 N=2,5
WR1'IE{3,500)N

500 FCB~AT(3X,' N=I,I2)
IX=5
DC 126 IK=1,100
CALL RANDU{IX,IY,YFL)

126 IX=IY
DO 904 1CO=1,4
1COO=ICO+2
DO 903 IC1=1,ICOO
COl =IC 0- 1
COG=C01/4.
C 11=8-IC 1
C1G==Cll/4.
DO 902 IC3=l,4
C03=IC3-1
COF=C03/4.
1C30=1C3+3
DC 901 IC4=1,IC30
C14=IC4-1
C1F=C14/4.
AI2=0·
A1<=O·
RK=O·
DO e50 1=1,10
DC 127 IF=l,N
D(IR)=.O

127 X(IIi)=l.
11=0
12=0
DO 800 K=1,250
S'I!i=O-O
DO 125 KP=l,N
CALI FANrU(IX,IY,YFL)
IX=11

125 F IKf)=YFL*2.-1.
DO 2CO K1=1,N

200 STB=STF+F(Kl)**2
IF (STF-IE.1.E-8) GO TO 850
ALPHA=0·1/SQR'I(STR)
DO leo K2=1,N
11 (1<2) =ALfHA*F (K2)

100 G(K2)=D(K2)+R(K2)
c=o·o
QN=O-O
DC 150 K3=l,N
Xf' (1U) =X (K3) +G (K3)
Q=Q+X (K3) *X (K3)

150 Ql\=Cli+XN (K3) *XN (K3)
A=Q-QN
IF(A)2,L,3

2 11=11+1
DO 250 K4=1,N

250 t IK4)=t (K4) *COF-G (K4) *C 1F
1F(Il.EQ.20) GO TO 850
GC 'IC 800

1 12=12+1



0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081

DO 350 K5=1,N
X (K5) =Xf; (K5)

350 D (K5) =D (KS) *COG+G (KS) .C1G
11=0
Q=CN
IF (C'[Eee01) GC TO 650

800 CON'I1NUE
650 AK= A1< +K

BK=BI<+1'
AI2=AI2+12
IF (I'LE'9) GO '10 850
AC=}I2/EK
AAN'I=AK/BK
WFITE(3,600) AANT,AC,COG,C1G,COF,C1F,BK

600 FORMA'I(3~,2F8'1,4F8.2,F8.0)

850 CCNTINUE
901 CON'IINUE
902 CCNTINUE
g03 CON'IINUE
904 CCN'IINUE
950 CON'IINUE

STCf
END



II

DOS FORTRAN IV 360N-FO-479 3-1 PI AI HPG8

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016

PI=3.1415927
WP=SQRT (PI/2 e )
DO 100 N=l,200
DELTA=N
ETA=l·S+eOl.DELTA
A1= h-ETA••2/8.
A2=ETA••4/128.-ETA••6/(4S•• 64.)
Bl=WP-ETA/2 e +ETA••3/4S.
B2=-ETA ••5/(40 ••32.)
B3=ETA••7/(7 e.48 •• 128.)
ECI=2 ••ETA.(Al+A2)/(Bl+B2+B3)-ETA•• 2
WRITE{3,200)ETA,ECI

200 FORPIAT{3X,' ETA='.F6.3,' ECI=',F6.4)
100 COliTIRUE

STOP
END
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IV,.

=ORTRAN IV G LEVEL 19 MAl N DATE = 71084

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
001R
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048

DIMENSION X(20) ,F (20) ,R( 20) ,XN( 20) ,XNA( 20) ,XP( 20) ,A( 20)
IX=3
DO 10 KA=l,lO
CALL RANDU(IX,IY,YFL)

10 IX=IY
DO 101 NI=1,4
N=NI*5
AN=N
DO 102 1=1,7
S=.l
11=0
12=0
13=0
14=0
Q=AN
DO 11 KC=l,N

11 X(KC)=l.
DO 103 K=1,5000
STR=O.O
QNA=O.O
QN=O.O
QP=O.O
DO 12 KD=l,N
CALL RANDU(IX,IY,YFLl
IX=IY
F(KD)=YFL*2.-1.

12 STR=STR+F(KD)*F(KD)
I~(STR.LE.1.E-8)GO TO 22
GO TO 23

22 14=14+1
GO TO 103

23 ALPHA=S/SQRT(STR)
DO 13 KE=l,N
R(KE)=ALPHA*F(KE)
XNA(KE)=X(KE)+l.l*R(KE)
XN(KE)=X(KE)+R(KE)
QN=QN+XN(KE)*XN(KE)

13 QNA=QNA+XNA(KE)*XNA(KE)
Q1=Q-QN
Q2=0-QNA
IF(Q1)1,1,2

1 IF (02 )3,3,6
3 12=12+1

I~(I2.EQ.20)GO TO 14
GO TO 103

14 S=.l*S
12=0

GO TO 103



IV,b

0049 2 I t= ( l~ 2 ) 5 , 5 , 4
0050 5 Q=QN
0051 DO 15 KF=l,N
0052 15 X(KF)=XNIKF)
0053 12=0
0054 GO TO 16
0055 4 oELTA=Q1-Q2
0056 IFIoELTA)6,6,5
0057 6 Q=QNA
0058 5=1.1>'''5
0059 DO 17 KG=l,N
0060 17 X(KG)=XNAIKG)
0061 12=0
0062 16 IFIQ.LE.1.E-8)GO TO 18
0063 I F I I 1 • EQ. 5 0 ) GO TO 19
0064 Il=Il+1
0065 GO TO 103
0066 19 11=1
0067 13=13+1
0068 DO 20 KH=l,N
0069 XPIKH)=XNIKH)+10.*RIKH)
0070 20 QP=QP+XPIKH)*XPIKH)
0071 IFIQ-QP)7,7,8
0072 7 GO TO 103
0073 8 5=10.*S
0074 Q=QP
0075 DO 24 KI=l,N
0076 24 X(KI)=XPIKI)
0077 IFIQ.LE.1.E-8)GO TO 18
0078 103 CONTINUE
0079 18 ICALL=2*(K-I4)+I3
0080 WRITE(6,2U ICALL
0081 21 FORMAT(5X,110)
0082 102 CONTINUE
0083 101 CONTINUE
0084 STOP
0085 END



FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 19 MA I N DATE = 7108'5

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
002 i ,

0025
0026
0027
002R
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
004 '3
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048

DIM ENS ION XI 2 0 I , F I 2 0 I , RI 20 I , Xi\J I To I , XP (20 I , AI 20 I
IX=5
DO 10 KA=1,10
CALL RANOU(IX,IY,YFLl

10 IX=IY
DO 101 NI=1,4
N=NI'~5

AN=N
DO 102 1=1, 10
S=.l
11=0
12=0
13=0
14=0
O=AN
DO 11 KC=l,N

11 XIKCI=l.
DO 103 K=l,SOOO
S TR=O. 0
QN=O.
(JP=O.O
DO 12 KO=l,N
CALL RANOUIIX,IY,YFLl
IX=IY
FIKol=YFL*2.-1.

12 STR=STR+F(KOI*FIKol
IFISTR.LE.1.E-8IGO TO 22

GO TO 23
22 lit = 14+1

GO HJ 103
23 ALPHA=S/SQRTISTRI

DO 13KE=1,N
RIKEI=ALPHA*FIKEI
XNIKEI=XIKEI+RIKEI

13 QN=QN+XNIKEI*XN(KEI
Q1 =(')-QN
IFI0111,1,2

1 12=12+1
I F I 12. EQ. 201 GO TO 14

GO HJ 103
14 S=.l'~S

12=0
Gel TO 103

2 Q=QN
DO 15 KF=1 , N

15 XIKFI=XNIKFI
12=0
IFIQ.LE.1.E-8IGO TO 18



V,lJ

0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070

IF ( I 1 • EQ• ~ 0 l GO TO 19
11=11+1

GO TO 103
19 11=1

13=13+1
DO 20 KH=l,N
XP(KHl=XN(KHl+10.*R(KHl

20 QP=QP+XPIKH)*XP(KHl
IF(Q-QPl7,7,8

7 GO HJ 103
8 5=10.':'5

DC) 24 K I = 1 , [\J

24 X(KIl=XP(KIl
IF(Q.LE.1.E-8lGO TO 18

103 CONTINUE
18 ICALL=K-I4+I3

llIjRITE (6,21 l ICALL
21 FORMAT(5X,I10l
102 Clli\JT INUE
101 CO[\JTINUE

STOP
END



FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 19 MAIN DATE = 71085

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048

DIM r: f\j S I (J N XI 2 0 l ,F I 20 l , RI 20 l , XNI 20 l , XPI 20 l , DI 2 0 l , AI 2U l
IX=5

DO 10 KA=l,lO
CALL RANDUIIX,IY,YFLl

10 IX=IY
DO 60 IA=1,20
CALL RANDUIIX,IY,YFLl
IX=IY

60 AIIAl=.9*YFL+.l
DO 104 NB=1,2
NBI3=NB*3
BN=NBB
DO 101 NI=1,4
N=N H<5
AN=N
DO 102 1=1, 10
S=.l
11=0
12=0
13=0
14=0
Q=AN
QF=Q*.OOl
00 11 KC=l,N
DIKCl=.O

11 XIKCl=l.
00 103 K=1,5000
STR=O.O
RAD=O.O
QN=O.O
(w=O .0
DO 12 KD=l,N
CALL RANDUIIX,IY,YFLl
IX=IY
FIKDl=YFL+YFL-1.

12 STR=STR+FIKDl*FIKDl
IFISTR.LE.1.E-8lGO TO 22
GO TO 23

22 14=14+1
GO TO 103

23 ALPHA=S/SQRTISTRl
DO 30 KL=l,N

30 RIKLl=ALPHA*FIKLl+DIKLl
DO 13K E=1, N
XNIKEl=XIKEl+RIKEl

13 QN=QN+XNIKE)*XNIKE)*AIKE)
Q1=Q-QN
IFIQ1l1,l,2



,~ - ..--
0049
0050
no 51
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
00 -(3

0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
0095
0096

0097
0098
0099
0100
0101
0102
0103
0104
0105

1 I?=12+1
DO 31 KM=l,N

31 0IKMl=3.*10IKMl-RlKMl l /4.
DO 50 I\] A=1, j'J

50 RAD=RAO+OlNAl*OINAl
IFlRAO.LE.1.E-8lGO TO 51
EPS=RAO-S*S*BN*BN
I FIE PS • LE• O. l GO TO 5 1
DO 52 NC=l,N

52 OINCl=S*BN*OINCl/SQRTlRAOl
51 IFlI2.EQ.20lGO TO 14

GO TO 103
14 S=.l*S

12 =0
DO 41 KZ=l,N

41 DlKZl=O.
GO TO 103

2 Q=QN
DO 15 KF=l,N

15 X(KFl=XNlKFl
12=0

16 DO 35 KO=l,N
35 0(KOl=13.*0IKOl+5.*RlKOll/4.

DO 53 NO=l,N
53 RAO=RAO+O(NOl*OINOl

IF(RAO.LE.1.E-8lGO TO 54
EPS=RAO-S*S*BN*BN
IF ( EPS • LE.O. l GO TO 54
DO 55 NE=l,N

55 D(NEl=S*BN*O(NEl/SQRT(RAOl
54 CB=Q-UF

IF(Q3.LE •• OlGO TO 18
IF ( II • EQ .50 l GO TO 19
11=11+1
CO TO 103

19 11=1
13=13+1
DO 20 KH=l,N
XPlKHl=XNlKHl+10.*RlKHl

20 QP=QP+XP(KHl*XP(KHl*A(KHl
1F(Q-QPl7,7,S

7 GC) TO 103
8 5=10.':<S

Q=QP
DO 24 KI=l,N

24 XlKIl=XP(KIl
Q3=(J-QF
IFlQ3.LE •• OlGO TO 18

103 CONTINUE
18 ICALL=K-I4+13

\,IRITE 16,21 l ICALL
21 FURMATI5X,I10l
10 2 ((J i\1 TIN UE
101 CUNTINUE
104 CONTINUE

S TO P
END



llllI",a

:0 RTRA N I V G LEVELI 9 MAIN DATE = 71084

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
::>046
0047
::>048

DIMENSION XC201,F(20),RC201,XNC201,XPC201,DC201,AC201
IX=5
DO 10 KA=l, 10
CALL RANDUCIX,IY,YFll

10 IX=IY
DO 104 NB=1,2
N8B=NB*3
BN=NBB
DO 101 NI=1,4
N=N 1*5
AN=N
DO 102 1=1,6
S=.l
11=0
12=0
13=0
14=0
Q=AN
DO 11 KC=l,N
DCKCI=.O

11 XCKCI=l.
DO 103 K=1,5000
STR=O.O
RAD=O.O
QN=O.O
QP=O.O
DO 12 KD:1,N
CALL RANDUCIX,IY,YFLI
IX=IY
FCKDI=YFL+YFL-l.

12 STR=STR+FCKDI*FCKDI
IFCSTR.LE.1.E-8IGO TO 22
GO TO 23

22 14=14+1
GO TO 103

23 ALPHA=S/SQRTCSTRI
DO 30 KL= 1, N

30 RCKLI=ALPHA*FCKLI+DCKLI
DO 13 KE= 1, N
XNCKEI=XCKEI+RCKEI

13 QN=QN+XNCKE)**4
Q1 =Q-QN
IFCQ1l1,1,2

1 12=12+1
DO 31 KMc:1,N

31 DCKMI=3.*CDCKMI-RCKMII/4.
DO 50 NA=1,N

50 RAD=RAD+DCNAI*DCNAI



vn,p

0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
0095
0096
0097
0098

IFIRAD.LE.1.E-8lGO TO 51
EPS=RAD-S*S*BN*SN
IF CE PS • LE• O. ) GO TO 51
DO 52 NC=l,N

52 DCNCl=S*BN*DINCl/SQRTCRAD)
51 IFI12.EQ.20lGO TO 14

GO TO 103
14 S=.l*S

12=0
DO 41 KZ=l,N

41 DIKZl=O.
GO TO 103

2 Q=QN
DO 15 KF= 1, N

15 XCKFl=XNCKF)
12=0

16 DO 35 KO=l,N
35 DIKOl=13.*DIKOl+5.*RCKOll/~.

DO 53 ND=l,N
53 RAD=RAD+DINDl*DINDl

IFCRAD.LE.1.E-8lGO TO 54
EPS=RAD-S*S*BN*BN
IFCEPS.LE.O.lGO TO 54
DO 55 NE=l,N

55 DINEl=S*BN*DINEl/SQRTIRADl
54 IFCQ.LE •• 5E-8lGO TO 18

I F I I 1 • EQ. 5 0 l GO TO 19
11=11+1

GO TO 103
19 11=1

13=13+1
DO 20 KH=1,N
XPCKHl=XNCKHl+10.*RIKHl

20 QP=QP+XPCKHl**4
IFCQ-QPl7,7,8

7 GO TO 103
8 $=10.*S

Q=QP
DO 24 KI=1,N

24 XCKIl=XPCKIl
IFCQ.LE •• 5E-8lGO TO 18

103 CONTINUE
18 ICALL=K-14+13

WRITEC6,21l ICALL
21 FORMATC5X,110l
102 CONTINUE
101 CONTINUE
104 CONTINUE

$ TD P
END



VlU,a

DDS FORTRAN IV 360N-FO-479 3-1 MlU NPGM DATE 22/03/7

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
031~

0015
0015
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0021l
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
003::>
0031
3032
0033
003!J
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0041l
0045
0046
0047
004a
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058

DIMENSION X(20),F (20),R (20) ,XN(20) ,XP(20) ,D(20) ,A(20l
1X=5
DO 10 KA=1,10
CALL RANDU (IX, IY, YFLI

10 IX=IY
DO 10 0 NB= 1, J
NRB=NB.3
BN=NBB
N=2
CI G= 1.75
:OF=1·
DO 200 IC=1,2
:OF=COF--25
CIG=CIG-·S
00102 1=1,2
5=.1
11=0
12=0
13=0
14=0
DO 11 KC=1, N

11 D(KC) =0-0
X (2) =1 •
X (1) =-1-2
~=100••• 41l.*2+2.2**2
DO 103 K=1,10000
RAD=O-O
STR=O.O
QN=O-
QP=O·
DO 12 KD=1,N
CALL RANDU(IX,1Y,!FLI
I X=1Y
F (K D) = YFL +Y FL - 1.

12 STR=STR+F(KD)*F(KD)
IF(STR-LE-1.E-8) GO TJ 22
:::;0 TO 23

2214=14+1
:; 0 TO 103

23 ALPHA=S/SQRT (STR)
DO 30 KL=1,N

30 R (KL) =ALPHA*F(KL) +D(~LI

DO 13 KE=1,N
1 3 X N (K E) =X (K E) +R (K E)

QN=100.* (XN (2)-XN (1)**2)**2+ (1e-XN (1) )**2
Q1= Q-QN
IF(Q1)1,1,2

1 12= 12 + 1
DO 31 KM=1,N

31 D (KM) =COF*D(KM) --75.R (KM)
IF(NB-EQ.3)GO TD 51
DO 50 NA=1,N

53 RAD=RAD+D(NA) *D(NA)
IF(RAD.LE.1.E-8)~0 ra )1
EPS=RAD-S*S*BN.BN
IF(EPS-LEeOe)GO TO 51
DO 52 NC=1,N

~2 D (NC)=S*BN*D (NC)/SQRr (RAD)



0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
:>065
0067
0058
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089

51 IF(I2.EQ e 20)GO TO 14
GO TO 103

14 S=.S.S
I2=0
DO 41 KZ=1,N

41 D(KZ)=.O
:; 0 TO 103

2 Q=QN
DO 15 KF=l,N

1 5 X (K F) = X N (K F)
12=0

16 DO 35 KO=l,N
35 D (KO) =e75*D (KO) +CIG*R (KO)

IF(NEeEQ e 3) GO TO 54
DO 53 ND=l,N

53 R AD= RAr: +D (N D) *D (N D)
IF(RAD.LEe'.E-8)GO TO 54
EFS=RAD-S.S*EN.BN
IF(EPSeLE.Oe)GO TO 54
DO 55 NE=l,N

')5 D (NE)=S*RN*D (NE)/SQRT (RAD)
54 IF ( C. L E. 1. E- 3) GO TO 1 8
103 CONTINUE
18 ICALL=K-I4+13

WRITE(3,21)ICALL,Q
2 1 FOR MAT (5 X , 110, F 15 e 10)
'02 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
1 00 CON TI NUE

STOP
END



nc,A
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 19 MAIN DATE = 7108R

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048

0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060

900

901

10

60
62

529

530
531

11

532

534
533

402

450

403
535

61

536

DIMENSION AI20,201,BI20,20),SNI201
DIMENSION XI201,F(20),XNI201,DI20),RI20),EI201
READ15,9001A
FORMATI20F4.01
READ15,9011B
FORMATI20F4.01
IX=5
DO 10 KA=1,10
CALL RANDUlIX,IY,YFLl
IX=IY

DO 101 NI=1,3
IFlNI.EQ.31GO TO 60
N=NI*5
GO TO 62
N=20
COF=.75
CIG=1.25
SI=SINll.l
CO=COSll.1
DO 529 Ml=1,20
ElMl1=.0
DO 531 M=l,N
DO 530 L=l,N
ElM)=ElMl+AlM,Ll*SI+BlM,Ll*CO
CONTINUE
DO 400 NB=1,2
NBB=NB*3
BN=NBB
Q=.O
S=.l
11=0
12 =0
14=0
DO 11 KC=l,N
DlKCl=O.O
XlKCl=1.25
DO 532 M2=1,N
SNlM21=.0
DO 401 IT=1,2
IFlIT.EQ.21GO TO 402

DO 533 M3=1,N
DO 534 M4=1,N
SNlM3)=SNlM31+AlM3,M41*SINl1.251+BlM3,M41*COSl1.2~)

CONTINUE
GO TO 403
DO 450 i7=1,N
DO 450 I 8 =1 , N
SNI I71=SNI I71+Al 17, I81*SINI 1.051+Bl 17, IBl>:'COSl 1.0'11

~,- --
DO 535 M5=1,N
Q=Q+lSNlM51-ElM511**2

WRiTEI6,611Q
FORMATI5X,F20.101
DO 103 K=1,3000
RAD=O.O
STR=O.O
QN=O.O
on 536 M6=1,N
SNlM6)=0.0
DO ).2 I<D=l,N
CALL RANDUlIX.IY,YFLl



~

0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
0095
0096
0097
0098
0099
0100
0101
0102
0103
0104
)105
0106
)107
0108
)109
0110
)111
0112
0113
0114
0115
0116
0117
0118
J119
0120
)121
0122
)123

12

22

23

30

13

601
600

602

1

31

50

52
51

14

41

2

15

16
35

53

55
54

103
18

21
401
400
101

I X=1-Y---- ------ ...
F(KDl=YFL+YFL-l.
STR=STR+F(KOl*F(KOl
IF(STR.LE.1.E-8lGO TO 22
GO TO 23
14=14+1
GO TO 103
ALPHA=S/SQRT(STRl
DO 30 KL= 1, N
R(KLl=ALPHA*F(KLl+O(KLl
DO 13 KE=l,N
XN(KEl=X(KEl+R(KEl
DO 600 LA=l,N
DO 601 LB=l,N
SN(LAl=SN(LAl+A(LA,LBl*SINIXN(KEll+B(LA,LBl*COS(XN(KE)l
CONTINUE
DO 602 LC=l,N
QN=QN+(SN(LCl-E(LCl l**2

Ql=Q-QN
IF(Ql)1,l,2
12=12+1

DO 31 KM=l,N
0(KMl=COF*0(KMl-.75*R(KMl
IF(NB.EQ.3lGO TO 51
DO 50 NA= 1, N
RAO=RAO+O(NAl*O(NAl
IF(RAO.LE.l.E-8lGO TO 51
EPS=RAO-S*S*BN*BN
IF(EPS.LE •• OlGO TO 51

DO 52 NC=l,N
O(NCl=S*BN*O(NCl/SQRT(RAOl
I F ( I 2 • EQ. 2 0 l GO TO 14
GO TO 103
S=.5*S
12=0
on 41 KZ=l,N
O(KZl=.O
GO TO 103
Q=QN
DO 15 KF=l,N
X(KFl=XN(KFl
12=0
OD 35 KO=l,N
0(KOl=.75*0(KOl+CIG*R(KOl
IF(NB.EQ.3lGO TO 54
DO 53 NO=l,N
RAO=RAO+O(NOl*O(NOl
IF(RAO.LE.l.E-8lGO TO 54
EPS=RAO-S*S*BN*BN
IF(EPS.LE •• OlGO TO 54

DO 55 NE=l,N
O(NEl=S*BN*O(NEl/SQRT(RAOl
IFIQ.LE.l.E-3lGO TO 18
IF(K.EQ.3000lGO TO 18

CONTINUE
ICALL=K-I4

WRITE (6,21 l ICALL,Q
FORMAT(5X,II0,F12.8l
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
STOP
Ef\10
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+18 .70 +62 *59 +A~ "'0 ') -21 +8 n ...90 +22
+37 .81 -15 .3 A ... 4? ... 0 +27 .. 83 +57 +2

"'1° ... 24 +A8 .6n ... CSl .4n -16 +57 ... 5 ... 61
... 87 .69 .. 8t .A:"ll -1;? ... f",A +fH -93 +2 7 +7A

B;j
... j'" 10,11, .. , ,10

l
-77 ... 71 +68 ·51 +96 +87 "'18 ""87 -35 .. 9

+33 ... 25 -53 ... S8 .!53 .. 75 .. .,4 ..18 -63 +77
... 55 .. 23 +39 .28 +21 ... 72 +45 -22 ... 74 ... 40
+63 +4 +12 +92 ... ,,9 ... 78 -3 .. 83 .77 +12

~"1 •. ·",10 .. 63 .. 39 "'1 ..5~ .82 ... 22 +72 .. 29 -70 ... 82

-42 .. 90 -79 .atl .. 13 .87 ... 9 .70 +57 +25
+43 -4 +33 +33 ..06 ..,92 ..11 "2 +56 .84
+-40 -20 -38 +12 +71 +65 -29 .. Q -85 .. 6
+65 +10 -43 -28 ... 47 ... 69 +37 ..5 +97 +64
+96 +55 +13 ... 32 +03 .. 46 ... 41 "34 +34 ... 99

... 9 ... 19 +32 ..17 +16 .57 .90 "'25 +64 .. 8
+76 +7° "'42 .43 .. :32 ..., .47 .60 +22 .. 70
+98 ... 43 +59 .60 .96 +36 +49 -21 +82 +92

-0 .. 2 .6 ... 34 .. 71 ..73 +13 +16 .48 .. 32
.70 ... 1Q +82 .79 .. 8 .63 +49 .78 +92 .. 60
+5('1 +64 -39 ...54 +23 .26 -54 ..44 ·51 ... 93
... 78 ... 64 +81 +91 ..75 +31 +92 -31 "48 ... 33
... 76 .. 71 .. 58 -15 +13 ",58 ... 66 --78 .73 .60
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FnRTRAN IV G L~VEL 19 I) (I, T E = 7 1n q f)

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
ocn 2
0013
0014
nillS
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
00Z2
0023
0024
11025
0021'>
0027

00Z8
oozq
0030
o () 31
no 32
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
00 -:3 9
on 40
0041
00 Lf 2
0043
0044
004"'>
0C146
11047
004f3

r) PI r- [\1 S IiI i\j X ( :2 () ) , t~ ( ? 0) , F( ( 2U ) , X!I ( ) I.)) , X f-' ( 2 () ) , \) ( ') U) , j.\ () 1,

IX=5
1)11 10 KA=1,lU
CALL RAI\1DU(IX,IY,YFL)

10 IX=IY
f) fl 100 1\1 f3 =1 , 3

1\1 R l3 =[\\ f) ':' 3
R1\1 =1\1 BR
,\j =3
COF==1.0
CDG=1.75
Oil 700 IT=1,2
CilF=COF-O.25
COG=COG-0.5
f1!l 10Z 1=1,10
s= .1
11=0
13=0
12=0
14=0

I) r) 1 1 i( C=1 , i\j

11 O(KC)=O.O
X(1)=0.
X(2)=2.
X(3)=O.
0=').

_DILI03 K=1,lS000
RAD=O.O
STk=O.O
Cli\l=O.
op=o.
i)() 1Z KD=1,N
CALL Rt\NOU(IX,IY,YFLl
IX=IY
F(KD)=YFL+Y~L-l.

12 STR=STR+F(KO)*F(KO)
IF(STR.LE.1.E-B)GO Tn 22
ALPHA=S/SORT(STR)
orl 3 0 K L =1 , I'll

30 R(KL)=ALPHA*F(KL)+O(KL)
Dfl 13 KE=1,1\1

13 Xi\I(KE)=X(KE)+R(KE)
1r=(Xi\!(l).LT.O.) GC)Trl 22
IF ( XI\! ( 2 ) • LT. o. ) G(l TO 22
I ,: ( X(\) ( 3 ) • LT. 0.) G[J Tf 1 22
SnM=XN(1)+X~(2)+2.*XN(3)-3.

I"::(SUI'~.GT.O.) GClTtl 22
GO TO 23



ILf=14+1
(;D TO 1 en- "

23 nG=9.-B.*XNI11-6.*XNI?I-4.*XNI31+XN(3)~*2

Oi~ = (J G+2 • ~, I XI\j I 1 1':0;' 2+XN I '2 1*,;, 2 1+ 2• ':' X1\1 I 1 j ':: I X1\1 ( ;; 1+X\I I :-3 1 1
C) 1 =0- ()f',!

1::((,)111,1,2
12=12+1

DCl 31 KM=1,N
31 OIKMI=COF*OIKMI-.75*RIKMI

I:: 11\1 B • EQ • 3 1GD Tel 51
Dn 5 0 f\j A =1 , '\1
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